
Chapter Fifteen 

Closer to the End 

 

 I did not know what to expect. George was being unexpectedly nice to me. I liked it 

though I admit I was not sure if he had truly reformed or if he was faking it and trying to throw 

us off the track. I was thinking the former more than the later but I decided to be cautious 

anyway in case I was wrong. Don’t get me wrong I believe in redemption just as most people I 

know do but I also wanted to see action. I guess you can kind of say I have the seeing is 

believing attitude which my dad tells me is not the right one to have.  

 We had our plan. We knew what to do. George and his friends would create a distraction 

long enough hopefully to get me in the office find perhaps the ‘smoking gun’ evidence that we 

had been lacking so far in this case. By the time we were ready to execute our plan George and 

his friends did not need to cause their distraction. A real fight between several students had 

broken out in the school cafeteria.  

 I did not see the fight personally but as George would tell me later the fight started out 

like this. The morning had been like any other morning except for that two boys who had been 

arguing over a girl for the last couple days before had came into the cafeteria. They generally did 

not eat breakfast at school but on this day they chose to which struck everyone as odd. What was 

also odd to the manager and other cafeteria was their unusual quietness. The two boys were 

known around the school for their loudness and often rowdy behavior. Like how George had 

been the boys loved attention. On this day though the boys wanted anything but attention.  

 George also told me later that after the boys came into the cafeteria that he and everyone 

else could smell the adrenaline. Everyone knew that a fight was very likely, but no one knew 



what exactly would trigger it. Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Morris separated the two boys in hopes to 

prevent a brawl but George also later told me that he and his friends felt that despite the teachers’ 

best efforts they actually made the situation worse.  

 The two boys slowly ate their breakfast as they continued to stare at each hatefully. 

Hatefully was the word George used as he told me he had been in enough fights to know when it 

was imminent just as it was now. One of the boys shouted out something to one of his friends 

and the second boy slowly stood up before being told to sit down by Mrs. Morris. I had never 

encountered Mrs. Morris but George would also tell me later she was not one to be played with 

and that she made Mr. Weller look tame.  

 The first boy again shouted out something but this time at the second boy. The second 

boy immediately got up threw his plate onto the ground. Mrs. Morris tried to stop him, but she 

found herself on the ground after being pushed by the second boy. The second boy quickly 

rushed to the first boy and Mrs. Johnson, like Mrs. Morris, found herself pushed onto the ground 

after trying to stop him. 

 “You want a piece of me,” the second boy growled.  

 “Sure. This won’t be too hard. This is what I think of you-,” the first boy said, as he stood 

up. As he stood up he let out the loudest and most thunderous fart that anyone in the school had 

ever heard. The kids in the cafeteria let out a thunderous roar which only made the second boy 

even angrier.  

 “This is just a joke to you,” the second boy replied. No sooner than after he finished 

speaking the second boy quickly landed a punch on the first boy’s jaw. The first boy, who had 

bee laughing a moment earlier after taunting the second boy, was now just as angry as the second 



boy as he quickly landed a punch of his own. Within a second the two boys had each other 

locked in each other’s grasp. 

 “Fight. Fight. Fight,” screamed the kids. 

 The cafeteria manager, the workers, the custodians and Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. Mrs. 

Morris attempted to break up the fight, but it was no to avail. As the boys continued to punch 

each other a few other fights between other students. Mrs. Morris and Mrs. Johnson tried to 

prevent other students from fighting as well but the more they attempted to stop the chaos the 

worse it got. Poor Mr. Wilson, the chief maintenance worker, George told me that he would 

suffer a broken nose after trying to break up the fight between the two boys. It was the most 

chaotic scene he had ever seen. The two boys eventually got onto ground with each rolling and 

getting on top of the other for a few moments and as they did, they landed quite a few punches. 

After several minutes Mr. Mock, Mr. Macy and a few other security guards came into the 

cafeteria.  

 “Now Abby,” George said over the radio. 

**************************** 

 I knew it was time. We had a plan in place but fortunately for George and his friends he 

did not have to act out and get in trouble. A fight had broken out and the cafeteria was now in a 

chaotic state which now meant the office was now mostly clear of people cxcept for perhaps the 

secretary and maybe the nurse. Besides those two I had no one else to really contend with and I 

would find a way to deal with them when I entered the office. Adrienne and Lexi were on their 

way to class, pretending nothing was happening, as I began making the trip to the office.  

 I silently stepped into the main office and much to my surprise it was completely clear. I 

did not see either the secretary, the bookkeeper, or the nurse for that matter. The office was 



completely clear which was even better news for me. I slowly began making my way to the 

offices of Mr. Mock and Mr. Macy. 

 Given that Mr. Mock’s office was before Mr. Macy’s I naturally peeked inside. Nothing 

at a quick glance appeared to be out of the ordinary. His computer was on though it was on sleep 

mode and all his paper work that was on his desk appeared to be in order. It was as he usually 

kept his office. Neat and organized. Despite my initial urging of just going to Mr. Macy’s office I 

decided to take a quick glance at the computer.  

 I quickly sat down and turned the computer back off from sleep mode. For a moment I 

thought I was going to have to hack into the computer which was something I did not want to do 

but I could if needed to as my dad and a couple of friends had taught me how to. Fortunately, I 

did not have to as the computer immediately came on and as it my jaws dropped. 

 I looed at the computer screen again to make sure I did not misread what I saw. On his 

computer it appeared Mr. Mock had been ordering military gear and surveillance gear. Now I 

was more interested in the surveillance gear that he ordered. Why would he need surveillance 

gear? I understood that he, Mr. Macy, and Mr. Mills had military gear and would need to often 

replace them. They all had been in the Navy but why did he need this surveillance gear?  

 I continued to look at his order report and saw that some of the gear he ordered could 

easily be used to disrupt security systems. I wonder I said to myself. I continued to look at the 

report and saw that the first order was placed three months ago, and the second order was placed 

two weeks ago. Two orders I asked myself. Why would he need two orders? Would one not be 

enough?  I also saw many other orders. A whole variety of orders. Many of which were 

completely unrelated to the military and surveillance gear. I wonder what these are for I asked 

myself. Can these orders also be related to this case? Is this how the embezzlement occurred? No 



wonder why the budge was under wraps for so long I said to myself. These thoughts and 

questions raced through my mind and as I heard someone approach the office I quickly hid 

underneath his desk. 

 “Mr. Mock,” shouted out another voice. 

 “Coming,” he replied as he entered the office. He saw his computer was on and quietly 

remarked. “Odd.” 

 “Mr. Mock, your assistance is requested,” the voice again shouted. 

 “Alright coming,” Mr. Mock said as he quickly left the office. I waited for a minute when 

I knew he was not coming back for a while before I got out from underneath his desk. 

 I again turned back on the computer and continued to look at the report for a few more 

minutes. I am not sure what made me do it, but I accidentally clicked out of the report and once I 

did I saw a note he had written on his computer.  

 “What the-,” I said as I began reading the note.  

 

October1, 2005 

Mr. Mills has done it again. Oh, this really gets me on my nerve. No matter what I do or attempt 

to do he is always doing things better than I can. Ever since we were in the Navy together, he 

always had the better luck than me. People look up to him and respect him more than they do. I 

can’t stand it. It is driving me batty. Just the other day at the staff meeting I suggested how to 

improve school efficiency and my idea was rejected yet again in favor of Mr. Mills. I swear Mr. 

Macy, although he says nothing, also looks to him for guidance. Well, anyway Mr. Mills is 

becoming a thorn in my side that I need to take care. Given how revered he is compared to me I 



must be careful in how I approach this. How to get rid of him fore good and not make me look 

like a bad guy is indeed a million dollar question?  

 

 I gasped. This note along with the report that I saw earlier was the ‘smoking gun’ 

evidence that I needed. I took out my phone and took a picture of it before closing it out and as I 

stood up I quickly heard a voice.  

 “And what do you think you are doing here?” asked a familiar voice. 

 I gulped. I knew it was Mr. Mock and as I looked up, I saw him and Mr. Macy frowning 

at me. I knew I was in trouble unless there was a divine intervention. I silently prayed for a 

miracle and just as I was getting ready to respond to them both Mr. Macy and Mr. Mock got 

another call. 

 “That’s just great,” Mr. Mock said. “Abby, you go to class. And don’t let me catch you in 

the office again.” 

 I sighed with relief. How lucky could I get? I was fortunate not to get in trouble despite 

being in Mr. Mock’s office and though I wanted to go check Mr. Macy’s office too I decided not 

to press my luck and just go to class which is where I belonged anyway.  


